**Swing Sampler**

**Long Handled**

*Take a liquid sample in a replaceable bottle*

Sample from different angles up to 90°. Use the Swing Sampler as a standard dipper with the bottle upright, or swing the bottle 90° to sample in hard to reach areas such as sewers and other horizontal flows.

The pivoting head is attached to a sturdy 1.3m fibreglass pole that extends to 2.4m, providing greater flexibility for all situations.

**Choose from two versions**

1) Free swinging head (1000ml) - head swings free due to gravity and always remains vertical.
2) Rotatable head (500ml) - head rotates by hand but remains in position by a friction grip.
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1) Free Swinging Head Swing Sampler EEQR226390

2) Rotatable Head Swing Sampler EEQESS300

---

**Long Handled Dipper**

Features a polyethylene fixed cup with pouring spout. Samples are taken using a ladling action, and poured from the dippers’ sampling cup into your own sample bottles.

**Features**

- 500ml poly cup with pouring spout
- Extendable pole, fibreglass and aluminium
- Extends from 1.3 to 2.4 m
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Fixed Head Dipper EEQEDP500
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**Ordering Information**

- EEKESST100 Swing Sampler with 1000ml bottle, free rotating head
- EEQESSS500 Swing sampler with 500ml bottle, rotatable head
- EEQEDP500 Dipper with 500ml screw on poly cup fixed head,
- BMF36780 Replacement 500ml dipper cup for EDP500 sampler
- NAL2104-0016 500ml HDPE Bottle
- NAL2104-0032 1000ml HDPE Bottle